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PRISONER OF ZION – for fear of the Jews!

LETTERS FROM AUSTRALIAN POLITICAL PRISONER BRENDON O’CONNELL
http://brendonoconnellincarcerated2.blogspot.com.au/

Please note that anyone who corresponds with a prisoner and receives replies must be aware that such
content is ultimately available in the public domain, and hence like writing and sending emails, is a
public act. If you are secrecy obsessed, as are those who use information as a weapon of subjugation
or gain, then it is unwise to write to a prisoner. Think of the legal principle contained in the >
>clean
hands doctrine n. a rule of law that a person coming to court with a lawsuit or petition for a court
order must be free from unfair conduct (have "clean hands" or not have done anything wrong) in
regard to the subject matter of his/her claim. His/her activities not involved in the legal action can be
abominable since it is considered irrelevant. As an affirmative
affirmative defense (positive response) a defendant
might claim the plaintiff (party suing him/her) has a "lack of clean hands" or "violates the clean hands
doctrine" because the plaintiff has misled the defendant or has done something wrong regarding the
matter
ter under consideration. Example: A former partner sues on a claim that he was owed money on a
consulting contract with the partnershiip when he left, but the defense states that the plaintiff (party
suing) has tried to get customers from the partnership by
by spreading untrue stories about the remaining
partner's business practices.http://legal
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/<.
18 March2012
Dear Fredrick,
Into the 12th day. Weak but good. Another psychiatric
review this week. Hopefully sane twice in a row. They
will push these reviews constantly. Your phone is
always off. Mail is being sent back to you, but I got
printout and $50, much appreciated. Go daily to be
weighed,
d, BP, BSL, etc. Occasional bloods. I’m in
solitary. No TV or modcons, just a bare cell which is
fine by me. 23 hour lockdown.
Chaplain is bringing me books on the Orthodox faith.
Very nice man.

Spoke with Dr. Walsh, and he is writing the prison a
letter describing
escribing the disgusting behaviour of the WA
legal system. Note that CJ Wayne Martin also plonked
himself in on two of Wayne Glew’s actions in the
Supreme Court uninvited. Nice to be the “Chief” Justice.
That man is so arrogant he’s goin
going to be brought to
account and suffer acute ego deflation. I hope he can
take it.
Take care,
Brendon
***
20 March 2012
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Dearest Fredrick old son,
Hope you are rested. It’s the two week mark now and
still going strong. Weak of course but have built backup
to 17 pushups. This morning my mind was quite sharp
for the first time since starting. I presume the body has
fully adapted to fat burning.
The Doctor has prescribed me 1 multivitamin a day, yet
to see it, but hopeful.
Slowly but surely the wheels turn.
Have lost my sense of smell. Eyes are going a bit.
Coincidentally, picked up a book on prison life and
Bobby Sands was in it. 10 died before the British
Government relented. But, they got their political
prisoner status back. An expensive transaction.
I’m wondering if the Supreme Court will come out with
a statement regarding my protest? Maybe … “We don’t
negotiate with terrorists”?
Anyway, just passing the time. Saw David and another
friend Robert who is deep within the Catholic Church.
Hopefully word will spread. David sent me 4 Orthodox
Icons which have really lifted the spirits.
Have been studying the Quran also at this time. On the
subject of “women”, the Quran is most fair. How
anyone could say the Quran preaches abuse of women
I don’t know. That doesn’t mean of course that people
don’t read into things what they want.
Anyway, time for lie down.
Brendon
***
22 March 2012
Hi Fredrick,
Got your letter/newsletter, Dated 19-3-12. Always good
to get them. Day 16 now. Physically, starting to bite
but a multivitamin prescribed made a world of
difference. Well, I certainly can’t complain about the
medical care. Others may beg to differ.
Looking forward to your April visit. Your Yatala weight
loss will be no match for me.
Spoke to Mark Glenn yesterday, and he took a
recording to publish. Apparently he said there is much
interest.
One of the things that has often bugged me (as you
know) was the behaviour and manipulation of Elaine
Eddington, thankfully that has passed. The lesson has
been learnt. Like you said they can only do what they
can do, but from now on I won’t compromise on help
and “wing it”. Mark Taylor is doing a great job. A man I
asked people to contact for 8 months almost. Live and
learn. I’m sure it’s all meant to be.
I hope you enjoy E’s and her magical “Skio” machine
that heals all. Enjoy!
Down to 92 kg from 102 kg. Another 10-15 kg to go.
Saw David (you stayed at his house when you first
came over) and Robert who is deep within the Catholic
Church. Maybe the Pope will issue a Papal Bull freeing
me? Good to see them both. Robert was hoping to
meet you. He knows of you.

Well, that’s it from me. Hopefully out soon, but I
wouldn’t count on it. I feel a long battle coming on. Dr.
Walsh is writing a detailed letter to the prison detailing
the gross abuse of process. I’ll send you a copy.
Regards,
Brendon
***
25 March 2012
Dearest Fredrick,
Well, the “fuel” of my watered down ‘Gatorade’ sports
drink should last an hour or so. So, time for a little
letter.
My decision to go forth on this little venture came about
over a month. I was not about to hop into this and pull
out halfway. I had to mean it and sacrifice some
comfort – mainly food, something I enjoy immensely.
Something they don’t tell you about in the hunger
strike handbook is the unremitting slight nausea and
eternally dry mouth which means you sleep lightly, if at
all, which was something I never saw coming. Day 16
was the worst where I really wondered if I could keep
going. The ketones from burning fat and muscle have
really built up, making your blood acidic and toxic,
creating the nausea and leaving a constant metallic
taste in your mouth. This has been relieved somewhat
by the introduction of a watered down sports drink with
glucose and electrolytes which has made a big
difference. I could barely string sentences together by
day 16. The legs were heavy and the speech slightly
slurred. The prison transferred me to the infirmary due
to ‘duty of care’ issues, and the fact that the Unit 1
solitary cells were a long way from the medical center
that I had to walk to every day for a check up. My body
is doing fine. No cockroaches here in the infirmary
which is a bonus. Prison Officers reported a definite
lowering of cockroach numbers since my arrival there/
My “cockroach kill” hours were from about 7 pm – 9 pm
which served as entertainment and a form of exercise. I
turn the lights on and off every 15 minutes and out
they’d come. I’d just wrap up toilet paper and squish
them. I must have sent 300+ to paradise. One must
remain useful even while staging a non violent
resistance exercise involving self starvation.
Now, on living it up in the infirmary, I feel quite guilty.
No “infirmary” for the Palestinians in Israeli jails hunger
striking – just a swift kick to the ribs. So my suffering,
though real, is minor compared to other people in other
places.
Of note is the synchronicity of commencing this action
during Great Lent – 40 days of abstinence from worldly
pleasures and rich foods whith complete fasting in
between. Also – Bobby Sands and many other Irish
political prisoners began their hunger strike at the
infamous Maze jail. I started on March 7th, he started
on March 3rd. Again – totally coincidental but a pleasant
surprise. So, I use the time wisely. The whole point of
Great Lent is to exhaust physically the Monastic
adherent. Prayer is constant; from 4.30 am to 6.30 am;
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11 am to 1 pm; 4 pm to 6 pm and the daily work cycle
of the Monastery continues. The ego defences are so
lowered that deeply repressed emotions and insights
come to the surface and are “purged” through
repentant tears. No visitors are allowed at the
Monastery during this time. For the average Orthodox
Christian things are not so intense, but the exercise – if
taken seriously – is meant to produce a profound
change. In today’s busy world that is increasingly hard
to do.
I’m doing regular calls to Mark Glenn and am grateful
of the kind messages of concern. However, I’m going to
take this as far as I can go. It’s something I must do,
not just for myself, but for the dozens of others shafted
by this corrupt system I have met in here. Until you
have been to jail you will never understand just how
unjust justice can be. And this is a “1st world”
democracy, or as I like to call Western Australia –
“Hazzard County” or “The Wild West”.
I feel a great deal of disgust when you talk of Horst
Mahler? 12 years? Germany should be ashamed of
herself. I’m reminded of East German authorities so
secure in their offices till the ‘worm turned’. The Elite
always think their decisions are neve going to catch up
with them. Germar Rudolf gets me the most – 3 years
for merely showing that Fred Leuchter’s work, showing
the lack of any cyanide residue in the ‘gas chambers’ of
Auschwitz, was right. This is pure madness. In sowing
such injustice, the oppressor better watch out for the
harvest.
Anyway, with ‘prayer without ceasing’ and fasting, I
haven’t levitated yet, but I’m working on ijt. The local
Kwinnana paper has put a short article in about a
prisoner on a hunger strike. Colleen Egan, assistant
editor of the daily West Australian paper has received
all the paperwork. I continue to remain sane. All is well.
The truth has legs. Lies burn out and fade away. The
appeal has been over for a month officially. They have
yet (obviously) to give their decision. It matters not to
me what they say, the public is going to find out all the
lies and deceit from the Jewish community and others.
Let Steve Lieblich and Co talk themselves out of this
one.
Best regards to all,
Brendon
***
31 March 2012
Well Fredrick,
Writing Saturday evening just before lockup. 26 days
tomorrow and going strong, though weakening. Take a
750 ml bottle of watered down Gatorade a day and a
multivitamin at night which wards off to some extent
the worst effects of “self starvation”. Without the
Gatorade I couldn’t write. It gives enough glucose for
the brain to function. The electrolytes in Gatorade and
the multivitamin extend the “safe zone” as it were,
when on hunger strike, otherwise I would be up for
major heart problems (death) and seizure from

dropping potassium, magnesium and phosphates in the
blood from only drinking water for 17 days.
I wish I could say I was suffering a great deal, but I am
for the last week in every prisoner’s dream zone – the
infirmary. Though still physically uncomfortable at night
and suffering a month of major sleep deprivation, I can
only feel guilty at my conditions compared to the man
in the article you sent me – Mr James ‘Jimi’ Townsend –
locked up in Kanloops Regional Correction Center in
Canada. Talk about a disgrace.
Told yesterday my magnesium had dropped below
“normal” and I would be at greater risk of seizures. The
all important electrolytes that keep the heart in good
rhythm are steady.
The Doctor here wants me to go to hospital, but I don’t
feel I’m in the danger zone yet. Prison Management
want me out, and all I have to do is give the word and I
will get every prisoner’s favourite trip – to the hospital,
where with great relief sex starved crims can ogle the
nurses. Such is prison culture.
I keep telling everyone my hunger strike ends when the
legal games end. The good thing is I have been brought
in contact with people, and have had to explain as a
matter of course “why” I am going to this extreme – to
avoid the mental health issue – the self starvation is
purely political and simply the only way I can, through
passive non violent resistance, express my frustration
and disappointment at this farce. Staff express
sympathy and shock when I show them a package
made up explaining my case, but they express
forcefully that they cannot become involved in such a
political hot potato and focus purely on my mental and
physical health. I wonder if Palestinians in Israeli jails
get the same standard of care?
The Doctor here has indicated that even if I were to
decide to eat now, I would have to be monitored in
hospital, due to “re-feeding syndrome”, where the
sudden influx of carbohydrate causes the liver to
rapidly use up the body’s supply of potassium,
magnesium and phosphates, and sudden death results.
I’m sure that would bring much pleasure to a certain
segment of the community and the ‘professionals’
protecting them from being brought to account. So, I’ll
do my best to avoid it. Currently I’m on the verge of
requiring what’s known as T.P.N or ‘Total Parenthal
Nutrition’ whereby you are fed initially via an
intravenous line. To do that requires a large bore
catheter to be inserted into one ‘sub clavian vein’ – just
where your collar bone is – and blood can be drawn
regularly as well. I’m amazed I can remember all this
stuff from nursing, as I used to work with these a lot
with lung transplant patients, and those waiting for
them. You need a large more permanent I.V. line for
some things like large doses of antibiotics and TPN so
you need a big vein. Of course, I get a little nervous
about people having direct access to my heart via a
large bore catheter with lots of different goodies being
pumped in. Especially Potassium Chloride. I’d hate to
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‘accidentally’ get a large ‘bolus’ dose and have my
heart take a permanent holiday. KCL or Potassium
Chloride btw is the key ingredient used in executions
via lethal injection. First comes the sedative, then the
muscle paralysing agent and finally KCL to stop the
heart. Be a tragedy to find out the Israeli Ambassador
to Australia’s niece worked on the ward. Maybe I’ll go
back to my original idea for food recovery of plain corn
chips, pizza shape biscuits and Gatorade? Just for the
record, I’m in excellent health, considering. I’ll be
sleeping with one eye open.
So, I’ve read all the Orthodox Christian books given to
me over Great Lent and have come to navel gazing and
toe wriggling for entertainment. Am about to delve
more fully into the Qumran between Psalm recital and
prayer.
Of note is the recent installation ceremony of the new
Archbishop of Perth, Mr. Timothy Costello. On page 9 of
“The Record” – Perth’s Catholic paper – a large type
quote reads:
“I’m looking forward to meeting the Archbishop and
working with him to strengthen the Judeo-Christian
values which sadly, in our society today, are being
undermined. I look forward to working with him in that
holy task”.
Rabbi Dovid Freilich
Rabbi of the Perth Synagogue
I “gagged” when I saw this. My dear Rabbi was also
“present” in Saint Mary’s Cathedral for the ceremony.
Rabbi Freilich of course appeared via video link from
Jerusalem at my trial, to admit many things including
that he was a “Pharisee” and that his most holy books
are the “Babylonian Talmud”, Rabbinic Commentaries
and the “Shulkan Aruk” – the Old Testament
(“Tanakh”) is for old Jewish grandmothers and school
girls. The real business is in the great Rabbi’s
“commentary” on what God wants, and we all know
what’s in those books Fredrick, don’t we? Further,
consider this for irony … the new Archbishop’s personal
coat of arms includes an emblem signifying his personal
devotion to the Mother of Jesus – and the installation
took place in a Cathedral dedicated to “Mary”. I would
invite Fredrick that you look up the Perth Hebrew
Congregation website and ask on the special email form
(respectfully) a couple of questions:
(1) Jesus – in the Talmud – is boiling in “what” place
and in “what” substance?
(2) Blessed Mary – in the Talmud – is described as a
“what”?
If our Orthodox Rabbi Freilich responds, send it on to
the new Archbishop. Also, please send an email to
Archbishop Costello that when he’s working with Rabbi
Freilich, he might want to check on the “convergence”
of “Judeo”(Rabbinic Pharisaic Judaism) and “Christian”
values ? To coin a secular term Fredrick, Rabbi Freilich
is “taking the piss”. One might also ask if our “JudeoChristian values” are in congruence with Rabbi Frelich’s
former boss in Jerusalem – the Pope – Sephardic Rabbi

Yosuf, who stated 18 months ago that “Goy” – non
Jews – were put on the earth only to “serve the Jew”
And that while the “Goy” (us) plough and reap, the Jew
will … “sit as an Effendi (Master) and eat”. I enjoy
watching a two year old child beat a square peg into a
round hole, so I’d like to see Rabbi Freilich do the
same, quoting his favourite books and former boss’
comments into the aquare hole of “Christian values”.
Comedy is not dead Fredrick. Certainly not Divine
Comedy.
God Bless,
Brendon
***
1 April 2012
Dear Fredrick,
Just some more thoughts on the subject of Rabbi
Freilich and his attendance at Saint Mary’s Cathedral.
In the Orthodox Jewish fashion the name of Jesus is not
even to be mentioned let alone the insults against
Christ, his Mother and Christians in general who the
Talmud call “Minnem”. So there he was, right in the
heart of the enemy’s territory. Didn’t blush, didn’t even
blink. Shapeshifters. Able to adapt to the environment
– sociopath.
Musing on this I am reminded of the Ultra Orthodox
Chabad Lubavitch Rabbi Friedman in New York – “I’m
not into Western morality. Wage war the Jewish way.
Kill men, women, and children. Destroy their Holy
sites”. Are these “Judeo-Christian values”? If Rabbi
Freilich has found Grace in the Christian Church, maybe
he
should
denounce
the
Chabad
Lubavitch
headquarters on Alexander Drive in Perth? The same
place where the poor fellow Stanley Elliot Keyser goes
to regularly. But then, hypocrisy is all of their middle
names.
Brendon
***
1 April 2012
Dear Fredrick,
The paper quote from the Catholic paper of Rabbi
Freilich’s. You should put a link to the purchase of
Michael Hoffman’s excellent book – “Judaism
Discovered”
Brendon
***
2 April 2012
Dear Fredrick,
That mess with Huawei (Optus) has been brewing for
about 5 years. The Oz government didn’t want their
employees having direct access to central telephone
exchanges.
I’m not sure how to read it.
The Chinese could retort that Israel has virtual direct
access to Australian telephone exchanges via Jews loyal
to the state, as well as Israeli companies like Amdoc
and Verint, and they are admittedly run by Israeli exmilitary intelligence – but they’re never “ex”.
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Most of the equipment in Australia’s exchanges are
produced by Erikson out of Norway. Verint of course
are tapped into the exchanges via their data intercept
hardware and software. Added to all this is the simple
ability for Australian Jews loyal to the State Of Israel to
obtain employment as a “tech” and get direct access to
the network over broadband with an encryption key
(USB thumb drive) which is logged. But you get the
picture.
Add in the fact Israel has had since 2006 the largest
Intel chip fabrication factory outside the US, and you
see how they are slithering in everywhere. The factory
produces desktop, laptop, mobile phone and router
chips. In my little Netbook I found the wireless chip
(broadband) was made in Malaysia and designed in
Israel. I had to remove it when my Netbook was
hacked, even though it had no cable or mobile
broadband connected – the hard drive went crazy (they
were looking for my asc encryption keys) and when I
tried to turn it off, it refused saying … “unable to log off
other users logged on”. The first thing one should do if
worried about security is remove the broadband
wireless card from the laptop. These things are made to
be hacked but you can beat them. The maxim remains
– “more security, less convenience. More convenience,
less security”.
I note that I instructed Mark to post all my material on
Israeli intelligence activity on the blog. Almost
immediately his internet has slowed to a crawl. This will
all only get bigger and bigger and bigger Fredrick. Only
public awareness of this issue will change it. Policing
and intelligence agencies will be blocked from above as
they always are.
Regards,
Brendon
P.S.
Corporations are a prime target for Israel. If ordinary
people don’t care about who has access to the network,
then corporations sure do. Israel is notorious for
filching corporate secrets. It then sells on the info, if it
can’t use it directly. America gives high tech to Israel
which sells on to countries the US is prevented from
selling to via Congressional limits – like China. The US
has to build a credible enemy, China would have no
space programme without US assistance. Israel sold
the nuclear parts to Pakistan – now India is one of
Israel’s biggest military hardware clients. Arm the
enemy and justify your defense budget, and cause
countries to buy your weapons by arming their
enemies. It’s just BUSINESS baby.
Brendon
***
9 April 2012
Mein Lieber Herr Töben,
Just off the phone to you. Some confusion? I meant to
say I have decided to carry on with the hunger strike.
Physically I was well with all the supplements. I had
another month in me. However, mentally I was totally

sleep deprived and finding the hallucinations quite
disturbing. If I had been thinking clearly, I would have
simply asked for 10 mg of Valium for two nights and
gotten my sanity back. Now, after “giving up”, I was
kicking myself after two decent nights’ sleep. I’ve had
2/3rds of a chicken sandwich, a cup of jelly, a small
piece of chicken and beef, half a cup of some sort of
cheese cake which all went right through me at the
hospital on Thursday. In fact I came back from the
hospital a kilo lighter, praising the Lord that I had made
it safely back to the jail infirmary and safety after
getting some ridiculous advice at the hospital. I had no
idea a human gut could make such sounds. Over
Friday/Saturday I had 2 l. of chicken soup stock with a
cup of boiled rice and a cup of pasta. Then on Saturday
evening I had a small plate of some sort of beef strip
which sits in my gut still. Best of all I got some sleep
and woke up kicking myself and have been ever since.
But, you live and learn.
So, round 2. I will not allow myself to get so sleep
deprived. After 1 month with no food I still weigh 88
kig, down from 104 kg (191 pounds down from 229
pounds). That’s a mighty fat anorexic. People were
constantly filling my head with doom and gloom
scenarios which when combined with sleep deprivation
ensured I jumped at every palpitation. Fact is, little 14
year old school girls do drop dead but only after
months of fasting on 2 biscuits a day.
So, be it for my own satisfaction I must push the limits
of my body. It’s not pleasant as I’m not going to give
myself the artificial confidence of Gatorade. No daily
trips to the medical center. I’ll just quietly sit in solitary
and write what I can and do the odd interview. Like you
say “no progress without sacrifice”. No hullabaloo. I
can’t just sit here and twiddle my thumbs. I have to do
something.
So there you go. Nursing/medical staff very good.
Prison
management
wanted
me
in
hospital.
Unfortunately, I wasn’t sick enough. In the body
anyway. Truly though, you’d be pushing a month on
just water without supplementation. By week three
your electrolytes are plummeting and it’s all down hill
from there – fat or no spare fat.
Speak soon,
Brendon
***
14 April 2012
Freedom of the Press and Other Musings
Dear Fredrick,
Received your latest dated 11yh April regarding the
recommencement of my hunger strike after a 3 day R &
R on a 2/3rds chicken sandwich, cup of pasta, cup of
rice and several litres of chicken soup. It has to be
done. The job is not finished.
Important blog posts, despite waiting 4 weeks, are still
not up. Original postings on “Leon Wende” and the
“Collins Class Sub” and other related Israeli intelligence
activity in Australia and elsewhere have been wiped
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from the internet – this shows how dangerous they are
to the State of Israel. Hopefully, some people have
saved all this work and it will be appearing on my Blog
soon. Maybe then I will consider abandoning the hunger
strike? I also sent an email our (as I had a “gag order”
on me) that detailed “Operation Talipot” where Israeli
military intelligence trained up its best officers in the
arts of I.T espionage and then funded them to set up
I.T companies that have their fingers in EVERY PIE
giving them untold access to truckloads of “data” that
can then be used as useful “intelligence” giving the
Israeli State untold power to target threats and remove
“enemies” and influence the minds of the sleeping,
lumpen proletariat. Be it huge “routers” in telephone
exchanges around the world, data intercept equipment
used by policing and intelligence agencies, high end
encryption used by the civilian and military world, radar
and communications equipment used by the Australian
Airforce, billing services (Amdocs) that give excellent
intelligence on who is calling whom and on and on.
The “RAD GROUP” is of special interest with 21 start up
companies started by two brothers out of Israeli M.I –
the Zohar brothers. Not to mention the social
networking services like Facebook, Youtube and Google
– all started and run by American Jews – that sends
reams of information to the Israeli Stte. When
combined with public Awareness of the notion of the
“Sayanim” (“helper” in Hebrew) where Jews loyal to the
State of Israel actively provide intelligence and
assistance to the intelligence services of the Israeli
State, then you have a mammoth Nation Security
issue. Of note are the reports from New Zealand of
“Sayanims” providing data for potential passport
forgeries. One was a Jew of New Zealand citizenship
who, when under scrutiny, bolted for Israel and has not
been seen since. When the earthquake hit New Zealand
early last year, an Israeli National was killed and when
his body was discovered, he had multiple passports and
his mobile phone records showed the Prime Minister of
Israel, Benjamin Netanyahu, had been ringing him
furiously! Also, police put out an alert on suspicious
Israelis taking advantage of the earthquake chaos and
police suspected highly advanced “Trojans” had been
placed on police computers. These reports even used
the term “Sayanims”, which must be a first since
former Mossad officer (“Katsa”) Viktor Ostrovsky wrote
about them in his incredible book “The Unmasking Of A
Mossad Officer”. Of particular note are local Jews who
belong to Zionist socialist youth movements like
“Habonim Dror”. They salute the Israeli flag and sing
the Israeli National Anthem. They especially are a high
security risk, and no plocing, military and intelligence
organization should employ them, nor should private
corporations allow such people access to sensitive
information.
I would hope, Fredrick, that organizations such as “The
Friends of Palestine” (F.O.P) would focus their energies
on such issues. “Fruit” is indeed a potent symbol but

hurting the racist, criminal apartheid state of Israel will
be far more effective by calling for boycotts of their
high end information technology products and military
contracts. Silicon Valley, as we speak, is being rapidly
shifted to Israel. I hope the average American is happy.
First, certain people shifted their manufacturing to
China and now their high tech to Israel. Australia alone
has over 2 billion dollars worth of contracts with Israel
with high tech sensor systems for the military and
database contracts. These should be focussed on by
F.O.P – “fruit” just doesn’t cut it. The largest “Intel”
computer chip fabrication factory has been built in
Israel in 2006 (Youtube “Israel + Intel”), and we know
of Israel’s love of inserting hardware backdoors in their
hardware. If people would focus on these issues instead
of UFO sightings, Yeti sightings, shape shifting lizards
and fake moon landings, maybe we might get
somewhere? Someone once said to me that 90% of the
“Truth Movement” were fakes or mentally ill. Sounds
about right. At least I have an official Forensic
Psychiatrist’s report that I’m sane.
So, Fredrick, this is why I must continue with the
hunger strike. The work is not done. I’m still 84 kg,
down from 104 kg, or 230 pounds to 180 pounds. The
organs are still working bloods are ok with the few
supplements I am taking; blood sugar dipped to 3.3 but
is back up to 3.7, so at least I can write and walk
without falling over. I’m just careful about getting up
suddenly. I’m as weak as a kitten, but that’s what you
get when you have the equivalent of one normal meal
in 6 weeks. My main worry is more psychological than
physical. Prolonged starvation does things to the brain.
Combined with the major sleep deprivation I
experienced in the first 17 days, it was a recipe for
hallucinations, panic attacks and nightmares. I guess I
should have asked for a Valium but I quit. I restarted
on April 8th, Sunday, almost one week back on it.
I just got back from a visit with Mark Taylor. He was
suitably shocked at my appearance. I am too. I don’t
look un the mirror. I still have a bit in me. He will
ensure my blog is up to date and my letters are
published on there.
Of note us an opinion piece that appeared in the West
Australian newspaper on Friday, April 13th 2012. The
author is Bob Cronin, WA Newspapers group editor in
chief. The title of the opinion piece is “Independent
Press Paramount”. The issue has recently come up as a
family spat between a billionaire mining magnate –
Gina Reinhart – and her family had her demanding the
West Australian newspaper hand over it’s sources. Let
me quote a little. Mark Taylor will scan it and put it on
my blog:
“The Australian Press Council in 2003 adopted a charter
for a Free Press in Australia. It was based on Article 19
of theUniversal Declaration of Human Rights, to which
Australia is a signatory, and which declares: ‘Everyone
has the right of freedom of expression and opinion. This
right includes freedom to hold opinions without
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interference and to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media and
regardless of frontiers’.
The charter defines freedom of the press as: ‘The right
of the people to be informed by the press on matters of
public interest so that they may exercise their rights
and duties as citizens’. The press, it says: ‘Shall not be
subject to government license and government
authorities should not interfere with the content of
news or restrict access to any news source’.
….
In the words of WA News editorial policy:
‘Freedom of the press is a tenuous concept in this
country. It is not enshrined in law and depends on
public support. That support can only be diminished if
the public loses faith in the media as fair, honest, and
reliable sources of information’.
Fredrick, I note the line out of Article 19 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “EVERYONE has
the right of freedom of expression and opinion”, and
“This right includes freedom to hold opinions without
interference and to seek, receive and IMPART
INFORMATION and ideas through ANY MEDIA and
regardless of frontiers”.
Oh really? Have you anything to say about that
Fredrick? Anywhooo, I need a lie down. Now I’m the
“old man”.

Stay well, hope the Grinch’s are at bay. Don’t forget the
99 cents either! God Bless and “Christos Anesti!”, and
Christos Vaskresi!” for April 15th in Greek and Russian
“Christ has Risen!”
And we reply, “Indeed He has Risen!” Where there’s life
there’s hope and faith. Don’t let the greedy bastards
get you down Fredrick.
Brendon
P.S. Please post in a file with a cake in it.
***
Friday, 27 April 2012 Day 47
Supreme Court of Western Australia is taking a
unprecedented amount of time to come to a decision on
Brendon's appeal....the frustration is beginning to show
with Brendon, he has had enough and has just solidified
his resolve to continue on with the hunger strike.
Recording 27/04/2012
To see the video that is referenced in the interview go
to: High Treason
http://brendonoconnellincarcerated2.blogspot.com.au/
2012/04/day-47.html

*******
Mr Brendon O’Connell
Causarina Prison
Locked Bag 1
KWINANA WA 6966
AUSTRALIA
********************

Update on Brendon O’Connell
I received a call from Brendon the other night who informed
me that he has resumed his hunger strike as of 4/7/2012. I
counceled against this as best I could, reiterating that it was
the near-unanimous opinion of the readers/listeners here at
TUT that his demise would do NO GOOD to the movement and
that his enemies would rejoice at such a development, but to
no avail.
Other than making this situation known, I don’t know what
else can be done. mg
#1 by equalizer on April 15, 2012 - 4:42 pm
This greatly saddens me……..
#2 by Adalberto Erazo Jr. on April 15, 2012 - 6:40 pm
Why Brendon?
#3 by Vickie Jacobs on April 15, 2012 - 7:51 pm
Brendon, if you read this think……….would you do more by
hitting Satan with scripture or by turning to dust? Satan has
used the scriptures. Learn them please Brendon.
Our war with Satan and the Israel he now promotes is a war
not of flesh……but of principalities…….the “Princes” of evil of

this world. They want us all dead and gone so as to not show
others how they have been fooled.
Ephesians 6:12; “For we wrestle not against flesh and blood,
but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.”
If this was the way all of us should be dead and gone and
would put a smile on my adversarys lips.
I want my adversary dead………Psalms 82:7
Don’t let Satan fool you Brandon. He’s fooled too many all
ready.
#4 by B.Benhamid on April 15, 2012 - 8:42 pm
Quoting from Brendon’s letter dated 2/28/2012 he prefers
solitude, so solitary confinement” 24/7 is a pleasure for me
and not a punishment. There is unfortunately no Internet
access at all via any jail of any security rating. I am what’s
known as a “Special Profile Prisoner” and everything I send out
is gone over including this letter. I don’t mind though because
it gives me a chance to educate the prison officers here on my
case and Jewish religious and racial supremacism in general.
Freemasonry amongst Judges is very strong here. So strong,
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they even put the Masonic Pyramid emblem right on the front
of the new District Court Building. Even the Prison Officers
lapels are a Star of David with acacia leaves which is PURE
Freemasonry / Jewish Kabala. End of Quotes.
otes.
1.
Brendon needs people like you out here to keep him busy with
correspondence. He is not allowed to use a pen and has to
write his letters with pensil. By the time the guards are
through with his letter, the letter becomes difficult to read.
Please write
te to him at the Casuarina Prison in Kwinana West
Australia 6966. Mark Glenn has his complete address so please
ask for it.
A mind is a terrible thing to waste.
#5 by Jimmy Boy on April 15, 2012 - 8:45 pm

strike. We need you in this battle against the evils of
International Jewry/Zionism.
Love, JB
#6 by USA on April 15, 2012 - 9:19 pm
What the Jews fear most is Brendan coming out of
incarceration and becoming a high profile and outsp
outspoken
leadership figure.
They also know that his means of ptotesting against stores
selling Israeli products
oducts could wildfire into a “boycot israel”
raging fire on an international scale.
Eat something boy, your mission, ain’t bringing attention to
you, it’s bringing attention to the Jew; and you got a hell of a
lot more work to do!
http://theuglytruth.wordpress.com/2012/04/15/updat
e-on-brendon-oconnell-2/

Brendon,
I was SO relieved to hear you stopped your hunger strike
recently. Please reconsider this restarting of your hunger
_________________________
The agitation in Europe against Muslims is Masonic Judaic inspired and not in the best interest of European
nationalism. Breivik’s clenched fist salute is not a ‘NAZI – extreme rightwing’ salute but a derivative of Bolshevik
BolshevikCommunist salutations. The Adolf Hitler National Socialist salute is a clean open handed salute without spreading
the thumb at right angle to the hand because that is the Freemason salute.

Brendon O’Connell, as the above
ove letters indicate, is fighting for a world view that is opposed to what breivik
envisages will save Europe.
________________________________________________

Damon Kitney: Shorten to study Israeli super
Superannuation, The Australian - Monday, April 23, 2012 P19
Some of the leading figure in the multi-trillion-dollar
multi
than large, peaceful and stable nations such as Japan, India,
superannuation sector will join federal Financial Services
Korea, Canada, Britain and Australia. It would look at Israel's
Minister Bill Shorten on a visit to Israel
rael later this week as the
superannuation, tax reform, venture capital and seed fund
government examines ways for the retirement savings system
models, as well as its innovation and entrepreneurship culture,
to help kick-start
start the Australian venture capital business.
he said.
Joining Mr Shorten on the visit will be Australian Prudential
A spokeswoman for Mr Shorten
orten said it was important that
Regulation Authority deputy chairman Ross Jones,
Jones MLC chief
super funds looked beyond traditional assets classes and the
executive Steve Tucker and Challenger--Group retirement
government was keen to remove investment barriers to them.
income chairman Jeremy Cooper, author of the contentious
She said the trip was designed to improve Australian super
Cooper Report on the superannuation sector.
funds' understanding of Israel as an investm
investment destination,
During the visit, co-ordinated
ordinated by the Australia-Israel
Australia
Chamber
particularly in light of the strong venture capital sector there.
of Commerce and the Israeli
li embassy, the group will meet
Mr Shorten also hopes Australian super funds can get an
executives of leading Israeli financial services companies,
understanding of how Israel's pension funds go about
including its largest insurance group, Migdal, and fellow
investing in innovative and early stage companies.
insurer Clal Insurance Enterprise Holdings.
The group will
ll also meet entrepreneur and venture capitalist
It will also meet officials of the Capital Market, Insurance, and
Jon Medved, who co-founded
founded private equity group Israel Seed
Savings Department, which supervises insurance and the longlong
Partners, aninvestor in 60 leading Israeli companies. During an
term savings market.
AICC trade mission to Israel hosted by Stockland directors
Mr Shorten is also planning one-on-one
one meetings with Bank of
Carol Schwartz and Carolyn
yn Hewson, Mr Medved said Australia
Israel governor Professor Stanley Fischer, chief scientist Avi
should do more to use its massive retirement savings pool to
Hasson and Israeli and Palestinian leaders.
back innovation and the venture capital industry.
"The
e chamber is very excited about the Shorten-led
Shorten
trade
"Basically, this is about working together with foreign capital.
mission", said AICC chairman Paul Israel, who is based in Tel
The best opportunity for co-operation
operation with A
Australia that is
Aviv. "For the first time Australian pension funds will be
basically untapped is your supers. It is the third largest
exposed to the vibrant and innovative Israeli venture capital
concentration of capital globally."
and hi-tech scene". Mr Israel said the week--long trade mission
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business
would investigate how Israel - with 7.2 million people, a third
[Why would Israel be interested in getting its hands on
of the size of Tasmania, 60 per cent desert, only 63 years old
Australian super? – Just asking!]
with limited natural resources - had produced more start-ups
start
_______________________________________________________
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